
Deception by Omission. 

Hello, join me for 2 minutes or so to learn about Australia’s “good people”.  

As a chiropractor, my 50 years of lobbying began when I realised that the health care Establishment 

(media, government and organised medicine) supports organised medicine’s global conspiracy to first 

contain and eventually eliminate traditional chiropractic. See https://valleychiropractors.com/the-

wilk-vs-ama-lawsuit/ 

My early lobbying included meeting Super Tonk and David Brand as well as the Minister for Health. 

Over the following decades I have met generations of politicians, and a few visited our clinic, including 

Pauline Hanson. During Carmen Lawrence’s shift to federal parliament, she promised her support, 

only to fail to deliver when she was federal Minister for Health.    

No MP took up the cause of chiropractic. My impression is that for decades organised medicine has 

owned the loyalty of generations of politicians and Australia’s mainstream media. 

Around 2,000, I investigated a claim in John Archer’s 1995 book “Bad Medicine”. John Archer used 
some of the medical data about iatrogenesis to guesstimate that Australia has some 50,000 
iatrogenic deaths per year. 

Iatrogenic refers to harm arising from medical treatment as distinct from the patient’s disorder. 

Deception by omission conceals Australia’s true total of medically caused deaths. Deception by 

omission, serves to betray the public’s health interests while protecting the vested interests of 

the health care Establishment. 

I brought that great wrongdoing to the attention of many MPs and the media. Without exception, all 

have remained an informed silent party about that great public risk. See: 

https://doc.vortala.com/childsites/uploads/4034/files/review-of-medical-act-1894.pdf 

In his bestselling, book The real Anthony Fauci! Robert Kennedy Junior reveals a great deal about 

buying the allegiance of people in power in the USA.  

My conclusion is that deception by omission occurs because organised medicine owns the allegiance 

of, and the silence of, Australia’s politicians, much of the bureaucracy, and the mainstream media. 

Sincerely, 

Michael McKibbin DC  
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